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The Higgs discovery in 2012 gave us:

• The last piece of the SM
• The last occasion when we could unambiguously tell 

what a collider has discovered

We have no idea what will be 
discovered next, and where it 

will be discovered!
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Where might we “see” BSM physics?
● colliders (LHC + previous)
● measurements of the magnetic moment of the muon
● electroweak precision tests
● dark matter direct detection experiments
● searches for antimatter in cosmic rays, nuclear cosmic ray ratios
● radio astronomy data
● effects of dark matter on reionisation, recombination and helioseismology
● relic density (CMB + other data)
● neutrino masses and mixings
● Indirect DM searches (e.g. FERMI-LAT, HESS, CTA, IceCube, etc)



How to combine data
• Correct answer is to use a global statistical fit
• Frequentist or Bayesian methods available
• Calculate a combined likelihood:

Parameter estimation

Given a particular model, which set of 
parameters best fits the available data

(Rigorous exclusion limits and parameter 
measurements)

Model comparison

Given a set of models, which is the best 
description of the data, and how much 

better is it?

(Model X is now worse than model Y)



The dream
Global fit results

●  Recent years have seen an explosion of tools that make study of user-defined Lagrangians easier

- e.g. Feynrules → Madgraph,  CalcHEP → Micromegas, MadDM, NLOCT + much, much more

●  Even so, a general global fit tool requires some very tricky innovations:

- calculations are not allowed to know about Lagrangian parameters – how do you do that?
- how do you make an easy interface for tying existing code together?
- how do you store parameters in a scale independent way, but reintroduce scales in calculations?
- how do you make LHC constraints model independent?
- how do you make astrophysical and cosmological constraints model independent?
- how do we do all of this fast enough to get convergence within the age of the universe?

 





GAMBIT modules
●  ColliderBit: collider observables including Higgs + SUSY Searches from ATLAS, CMS, LEP

●  DarkBit: WIMP dark matter observables (relic density, direct & indirect detection), plus axions

●  FlavBit: including g – 2, b → sg , B decays (new channels), angular obs., theory unc., LHCb likelihoods

●  SpecBit: generic BSM spectrum object, providing RGE running, masses, mixings 

●  DecayBit: decay widths for all relevant SM and BSM particles

●  PrecisionBit: precision EW tests (mostly via interface to FeynHiggs or SUSY-POPE)

●  ScannerBit: manages stats, sampling and optimisation

●  NeutrinoBit: likelihoods for right-handed neutrino studies 

● CosmoBit: constraints from large-scale 
structure, Type Ia supernovae, Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis and the cosmic 
microwave background
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See talk from 
Felix 

Kahlhoefer 
tomorrow



LHC limits: the problem



Model independent LHC limits

• Custom parallelised Pythia MC + custom detector sim
• Can generate 20,000 events on 12 cores in < 5 s
• Then apply Poisson likelihood with nuisance parameters for systematics
• Combine analyses using best expected exclusion
• The best you can do without extra public info from the experiments. CMS are getting 

better at this:
 https://cds.cern.ch/record/2242860/files/NOTE2017_001.pdf



GAMBIT sampling



ScannerBit algorithms
• ScannerBit contains custom code or interfaces for the following methods:

Random

Grid

Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC)

Ensemble Monte Carlo

Nested Sampling

Differential evolution



GAMBIT results
● GAMBIT was released as an open source public tool in 

2017

● 11 physics papers, 7 code papers and one review since then

●  See gambit.hepforge.org for more info



Simplest WIMP theory: Higgs portal DM

• Scan 2 particle physics 
parameters and 13 nuisance 
parameters

arXiv:1705.07931

http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1705.07931


More complex: Supersymmetry
• One of the best motivated SM extensions
• Strong theoretical motivation (solves hierarchy problem, 

unifies gauge couplings at high energies, natural extension 
of Poincare group)

• The observed Higgs mass is consistent with SUSY (much 
heavier, and the simplest SUSY theories would have been 
ruled out)

• No direct experimental evidence (so far?)



Supersymmetry



Includes constraints from:  LEP + LHC sparticle searches, Planck CMB observations, Flavour physics data, Fermi 
gamma ray observations, direct DM searches with Xenon100, LUX, PandaX, PICO, SuperCDMS, Simple, IceCube 
neutrino observations, plus measurements of the local DM density, nuclear matrix elements (for DD), top mass, 
bottom mass, strong coupling constant

arXiv: 1705.07917

MSSM7: Experiments → GAMBIT



MSSM7: GAMBIT → DM experiments

Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) no.25, 251302



MSSM7: GAMBIT → LHC experiments

• GAMBIT results reveal light EW-ino models that 
are escaping LHC detection

• Need new techniques for EW searches



A direct test of SUSY DM
● We recently performed a more thorough 

study of SUSY constraints on the SUSY 
“dark matter sector”

● We assumed that only the EWinos were 
within reach of the LHC

● In a test of exclusion power, we find no 
general constraint on the MSSM EW 
sector from the LHC!

arXiv: 1809.02097



Allowing searches to give positive evidence
● If we allow for the presence of a signal, 

our results get more interesting

● A particular mass scale is picked out by 
a series of anomalies in ATLAS and 
CMS searches

● All electroweakinos are light, and we 
either have:

Bino < winos < higgsinos

Or

Bino < higgsinos < winos



SUSY dark matter



Axion DM
• Can have extra global U(1) symmetries in nature that are spontaneously broken
• If there is a small explicit symmetry breaking (either in the Lagrangian of the 

model, or via e.g. anomalies), the massless NGB of the broken U(1) acquires a 
mass (pNGB)

• This mechanism can solve the strong-CP problem in QCD, but can be more 
general (ALPs > QCD axion)

• Below the EW scale, have an effective Lagrangian:

arXiv:1810.07192



GAMBIT Axion study
Break U(1) at fA, explicit breaking of residual 
symmetry at scale Λ:

                          (thanks to Sebastian Hoof)

arXiv:1810.07192



GAMBIT Axion study Likelihoods
• Experiments

• ALPSEhret+ ’09 (light shine through wall)

• CASTAndriamonje+ ’07, Barth+ ’13, CAST ‘17  (helioscope)

• ADMXAsztalos+ ‘10, RBFWuensch+ ‘89, UFHagmann+ ’90 

(resonant cavity)

• Cosmology

• DM density todayPlanck ’16 vs axion realignment 

density

• QCD axion parametersdi Cortana+ ’15, Borsanyi+ ’16

• Astrophysics
• SupernovaePayez+ ’15 (axion-photon conversion in 

the Milky Way’s B-field)

• White DwarfsBattich+ ’16; Córsico+ ’12, ’12, ’16 (cooling 

hints)

• R-parameterGiannotti+ ’16 (ratio of RGB to HB stars 

in globular clusters)

• HESS (spectral distortions)Giannotti+ ’13

• Telescopes (optical line emission) Grin+ ’07

                                     (thanks to Sebastian Hoof)

arXiv:1810.07192



GAMBIT Axion Results

DM ALPs
(ΩALPs = ΩDM)

arXiv:1810.07192

• Bayesian and frequentist 
analyses were performed

• Analyses were performed both 
with and without cooling hints

• Inclusion of cooling hints mildly 
prefers QCD axion models over 
other ALP models in the Bayesian 
analysis



arXiv:2007.05517



Model details and observables
● Solar ALP model with 3 parameters:

- axion-electron coupling
- axion-photon coupling
- axion-nucleon coupling

● DM ALP model with 4 parameters:

- axion-electron coupling
- axion-photon coupling
- axion mass

 - axion fraction of local DM



Scan details

● Bayesian analyses performed with Multinest
● Frequentist analyses performed with Diver



DM ALP results (frequentist)

Solar ALPs DM ALPs



DM ALP results (frequentist)



Summary
● GAMBIT is an excellent tool for statistical inference of new physics models
● It can now handle cosmological observables in addition to dark matter, neutrino, 

flavour physics and collider observables
● The GAMBIT community is easy to join and work with!
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